EDIT SPREADSHEETS

v22A Change Spreadsheet

- New field length – DC State File Number
- New layout – RE-9A
- New p16 edits for NPCR
- Description, Administrative Note changes
- Logic changes for RX Summ—Scope of Nodes default code 9
v22 Spreadsheet

- Corrections – edit modifications to correct noted problems
  - Edit set changes – HER2 edits added back
  - Deleted edits in red
- Global Changes – edit modifications across similar edits
  - Changes for logic issues or formatting, standard setter instructions
  - SSDI valid value edits removed from NPCR edit sets
- Updates – edit modifications for 2022
  - New histology codes, new and revised schemas, new data item codes
- New – new fields, new layout, new edits
  - Edits for new Lymph Node Status SSDIs

Categories- Corrections, Global Changes

- Groupings of similar edits detailed on previous pages
- Corrections
- Right justification – leading blanks removed
- Right spaces – trailing blanks removed
- Autopsy and death certificate – logic skipped
- Gleason SSDIs – new for NPCR for 2021+
- Surgery edits – edits divided between pre-2018 and 2018+
- Report source edits – data codes for Report Source 6 and 7
- Other changes – Regional Nodes Examined removed
Categories – Updates, New

- New schema – 00528, Cervix Sarcoma
- New schema – 00459, Soft Tissue Sarcoma Other
- New codes – SSDIs for CLL, Myeloma
- Other – new codes, new definitions, new reporting requirements
- New Lymph Node Status SSDIs
- New data items – valid value and required edits
- New edits for current data items
  - Diagnostic confirmation for hematopoietic histologies, ER/PR, grade

Edit Set Spreadsheet

- Edit sets for CCCR, NPCR, COC, SEER
- Edit sets for AJCC items, EOD items
- Edits for v21B and v22
- New and deleted edits highlighted
- Existing edits removed from edit sets highlighted